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HoteLumiere at The Arch 

"Luxurious Stay at the Casino"

Located along the Mississippi River, this St. Louis hotel features an on-site

casino. Each suite offers WiFi, and guests are within 10 minutes’ walk of

The Dome at America's Center. Two flat-screen cable TVs and a separate

living area are provided in every suite at HoteLumiere at The Arch. An

indoor pool and hot tub are available at HoteLumiere at The Arch, along

with a fitness center. The casino features slot machines, table games and

a poker room. There are several very diverse restaurant experiences at

Lumiere Place Casino such as The Kitchen Buffet and authentic Asian

cuisine and hand-rolled sushi offered at The Wok. Guests can also enjoy

Ozzie's Burger Bar which offers classic burgers, fries and milkshakes. The

famous Gateway Arch is less than 1.5 km away. Busch Stadium, home of

baseball St. Louis Cardinals, can be reached in 6 minutes’ drive.

 +1 314 881 7777  lumiereplace.com/st-louis-

hotels/hotelumiere/

 999 North 2nd Street, Lumiere Place

Casino and Hotels, Saint Louis MO

 by Booking.com 

Four Seasons Hotel St. Louis 

"Luxury and Activities Abound"

The Four Seasons Hotel St. Louis is in the center of it all. Located atop the

lively Lumiere Place Casino entertainment complex and near the

confluence of the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers, there is no shortage of

sites to see or activities to try. This luxury hotel also offers special

packages to enjoy within the walls of the hotel, such as couples'

experience stays and spa treatments geared specifically towards teens.

 +1 314 881 5800  www.fourseasons.com/stlouis/  999 North 2nd Street, St. Louis MO

 by Booking.com 

The Chase Park Plaza 

"An Elegant Place to Stay"

Upon arrival at the Plaza, you will be enchanted with the immaculately

clean and rich detail of the furnishings. Every room in the hotel is

elegantly decorated. There is a movie theater in the hotel, along with a

few upscale shops in the lobby that are worth visiting. Forest Park is right

across the street for those wanting to take a leisurely stroll. Do not let the

opulent atmosphere intimidate you, because the staff is very friendly and

goes out of its way to ensure that your stay is comfortable and enjoyable.

 +1 877 587 2427  www.chaseparkplaza.com

/

 bwesterlin@chaseparkplaz

a.com

 212 North Kingshighway

Boulevard, St. Louis MO
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